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Abstract

A LIFE IN WORDS, THOUGHTS, IDEAS, IMAGES AND MOVEMENT
By Randy Houston Mercer, MFA
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Theatre
Pedagogy at Virginia Commonwealth University.

Virginia Commonwealth University, 2007

Major Director: Dr. Noreen C. Barnes
Director of Graduate Studies

I know it is my core, my purest nature to incessantly question myself and
everything around me; as we pertain to the universe. As Robert Wilson suggests “I will
always ask ‘What is it?’ before telling you what it is.” My goal is to present you with
some tools with which to approach your craft, your life, your uncertainties. And though I
may not always be the best example, I still wish to encourage all that read this or spend
time with me to see this craft/business and indeed your life as a great, happy adventure;
guided by love. Because this will always lead to good and positive experiences, whatever
path you find yourself on.
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In what I am doing now I am preparing to transition from a career in makeup into
my next interest/phase/period with energy and excitement. Not disappointment, regret or
rejection as I have seen over the years when this business is done with someone. And I
think my timing is just about right, as I have done it while I am still in demand, while my
phone is still ringing, while I am still at the top of my game, my craft.
If this collection of thoughts is perceived a success or is widely read, discussed, or
deliberated, because I have aimed it at, geared it toward or written it for success or
sensationalism, then I have failed, and this amounts to little more than advertising or cheap
unsatisfying tabloid television.
But if this in any way grabs, challenges, informs, suspends you, makes you
question or dream then like theatre when it is at its truest, most profound, rawest,
absolutely undecorated, it serves its purpose:
To move us forward to new debate, to new exploration of this/our condition.

Chapter 1
Introduction
On Life and Craft

As I prepare to shape my thesis I am repeatedly reminded of the people that have
crossed my path over the years who constantly, incessantly, unceasingly, uncontrollably
write in notebooks. On subways, on streets all over the world; their writings ultimately
disintegrate into just lines and shapes and diaries and uncontrolled emotions on paper; as if
receiving communications from other worlds - A literary Tourette’s. I too have no
problem putting my thoughts about everything down on paper and in fact have done so
religiously in countless journals since boyhood. But the shaping of those thoughts is the
ultimate challenge of my sanity, of my time management, of my ability to communicate
my thoughts and ideas with anyone at all. I truly see how one could come completely
unhinged doing this. Nevertheless, I push forward because there is so much to consider.
So many questions. So much to debate.
Okay. While reading and researching Gertrude Stein I have had a small, unsettling
revelation. Seeing strange similarity in how I pattern words, explain ideas, record events,
structure a paragraph

or don’t. It’s not really a compliment or pat on the back

because I mostly find her awkward and difficult - just as I find my words on paper. In the
constant revision process of my writing I strive to take a very Hemmingway approach of
1
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taking out every word, verb, pronoun, adjective that’s not absolutely essential and
adjusting the structure for power and clarity. As you can attest, it seldom works for me
and seems to be something Gertrude never did. To this point in my life I prefer to read
Hemmingway to Stein—

Because he’s easier?
Because he’s a man?
Because of his subject?
Because of his clarity and directness?
Because he lived in Key West?

Or because he sat with, socialized with, moved in the circle of and was
influenced/exposed to Gertrude and Alice as a young man in Paris?

I am a Constant
Perpetual
Eager
Relentless
Involuntary
Of this thing called life
In what
Interests me
Attracts me
Draws my attention
Distracts me
Angers me
Every day

Student

Good and Bad

In every Way

What my thesis lacks in economy, cohesiveness, directness is made up for in color,
passion, exploration, curiosity and diversity. At the risk of sounding schizophrenic, very
often I find I don’t agree with myself in how we are raised, conditioned, practiced for life,
or how we make the best of what we have and where we are. Yes we do adopt the shape of
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least resistance, but it is not what we aspire to, dream of, go after, pursue. Because life is
more than survival, just getting by, making due. Yet/but/o.k.…Yes, it is what we do.
Indeed it is a gift to debate an issue, to have an opinion, to carry on an active
extended conversation. But I press you not to take this to the extreme. For just on the
other side of taking the debate too far, the magnification of this is the Tourette’s syndrome
sleeping in us all. Where your mind and tongue lose control—no lock on the door—no
chain on the fence—no dam in the river—no filter of any kind. All of your thoughts
Good/Bad, Formed/Unformed, Complete/Incomplete, Right/Wrong, pour uncontrollably
out to create a thick, poisoned mud that will suffocate any creative or forward progress.
Then what have all your words gotten you? It is a great gift not to say everything that
comes to your mind.
And it has been my experience that people who say little seem far more interesting and
intelligent.
You seem a lot smarter just by paying attention.

Question:
How do you teach professional theatre, commercial theatre, television, film, etc…
if you have never done it, been exposed to it, been part of the process? Not that having
done it makes you a teacher or educator. But teaching is a multimedia, multi-life, multifaceted experience. And if you haven’t been there, then you just speculate; like a
conversation among strangers at a party at best.
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So generally and more often than not, people teach their experiences, consciously
or unconsciously, good or bad, positive or negative. And one can only hope that their
students pick up some of those seeds and let them grow in new and wonderful ways.
This defines, makes a teacher.

Your Heart
Your Kindness
Your Passion
Defines You
Not what you do
Not your job
But they get so intertwined
Have I lost my Passion
My Exploration
My Interest
My Pursuit
Of the Power of Theatre
That at one time I could not live
without
What happened to it
Where did it go
All I have ever looked for was
A Spark
A Pursuit
A representation of Truth
Which is wide open
But I seldom see it onstage anymore
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In Business

OR

In Career

Standing still is moving backwards. Move forward, take a chance, dare yourself. If it
doesn’t turn out like you thought, if you fail, if it fails—you’ve learned. Pick yourself up
and keep going. Use what you’ve learned to make positive, healthy, newly learned
choices for yourself.
Then comes the question—which way is forward?
Many don’t know. This is the place where it is immensely valuable to be very still, very
quiet—listening to that still, small, true voice inside. I think people who have had big
success in their life and careers often lose the drive to succeed or it becomes less
important and what becomes more important is a significance. A personal significance.
That is where I am, in all the elements of my life. I don’t care if you think I’m talented or
not. Talent has very little to do with it.
It =

Success
Growth
Perception

It has more to do with confrontation of fear, a willingness to risk, to jump, to not care
how you are perceived, where you came from, what you did before, or what anyone says.
I have witnessed from many famous powerful friends and acquaintances, that by the way
they live their life, they make everything they say, profess, teach, preach and believe
A lie. To the utter disgrace of their craft, art, occupation, race, class, cause or humanity.
Over the 25 year professional relationship and friendship with multiple Tony award
winning costume designer, William Ivey Long, I became keenly aware that his talent was
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not in his genius, not his wonderful, brilliant, or even appropriate designs. But his only
success is in his desperate, debilitating fear. His talent is his fear. This practiced fear
forces him to approach every design the same. As a trap. His success is in offering many
choices on a moments notice. I believe it is our choice to work from love or to work from
fear. Very often, success in this business I’m in is not about being good as much as it is
about being fast, engaging, quick resulted.
Oscar Wilde:
One’s real life
Is so often
The life
One does not lead

When you lose your perspective
You lose a color in your palette that you have relied on everyday, maybe the most
important color, maybe your favorite color.
Guard the border around your perspective.
Don’t be so critical at this point in your lives. Allow someone to have an idea and
see it through so that you may be allowed the same opportunity.

My success has been that I’ve had the opportunity to work in a wide variety of mediums
on a very high level: theatre, ballet, opera, plays, musicals, film, television (variety,
episodic, sitcom, journalistic, reality, news magazine, talk show, specials, beauty
pageants, commercials, etc...), print (fashion, advertising, editorial, runway, celebrity),
Be confident in your opportunities.

7
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When I go to the theatre, pay my money, take my seat—I have given you, the actor,
the production, the steering wheel—you are in charge. You have control.
And if you turn down some boring, dull, difficult alley—I’m getting out of the car.
It’s that simple.
I get out of the car

a lot.

I want to see something wonderful. For two-three hours all actors, designers, crew,
audience, come together at the same time and place—why? To see what? For what to
happen? To be part of what? To be affected how?

9

Bones, Ideas, and Inspiration for the Chapter

I believe that theatre has great power and potential to affect change, to entertain,
inform, educate, lift up and question all that we live and dream
And I think it seldom lives up to that potential anymore.

Theatre should make you laugh or cry or think
We go to the theatre for what might happen

Is theatre the great lie
That tells the truth about how the world lives

Theatre is at the same time
Trivial and everything

In theatre
Until I see Costumes
Until I see Lights
Until I see the Environment
My makeup isn’t much more than an idea
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Theatre/Art is the pulse of our society
Why do we go to the theatre?
For those few magical performances
When it is on fire
Or because a friend is involved

All design in theatre and especially as it pertains to makeup and hair very often involves
more problem solving than design.

If a design element gets applause
Has it gone too far?

Above all - Design, Acting, Directing should inform. To that end, along the way it may do
several other things.

It is very important when beginning a piece of theatre to get into the rhythm of the
director the rhythm of the concept of the project.

To the best of my knowledge
Directing is and always will be
A Handmade Hands-on Cottage Industry Craft
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The Movie/Theatre Business
VS
Faster
Dirtier
Much More Money
Clearly see the beginning
And the end

The Theatre Education Business
Slow and Dull
Artificially Sterile
Pays less than a janitor
All I see is a faculty
Desperately trying to be
Anywhere else.

The instinct to exaggerate is primal. In art. In life. In everything.
The instinct to go farther dictates our world—To push the boundaries.
I have this instinct of exaggeration.
It creates the foundation and serves as the catalyst and defines many a creative person’s
career.

Over the years of my career I have been witness to the fact that very often,
the bridge between the truth and a lie
Is elaboration
It is a gift
Many artists, designers, actors and producers have this gift.

Chapter 2
On Career and How I Approach My Craft

What is makeup?
At its most basic
Most primitive
Most essential
Simplest
A color delivery system
Whatever the product—lipstick, eyeshadow, foundation, pencil, concealer, powder, wax,
cream, liquid, oil, mineral…
* It is a color delivery system *
Makeup is often the first thing you see in theatre, movies, TV, commercials and
print, giving cues to the character, class, style, intention, past, condition or product.
Makeup is a very big part of telling the story but be careful not to let the makeup get in
the way. What I bring to a job is my energy, my eye, my ear and often the trick to what I
do is to make my contribution almost invisible. Nine times out of ten my makeup will
not involve a distinct, noticeable color. In my career in this craft my makeup almost
always does not draw attention to itself. Technique should be noticed before product.
Carefully choosing products can greatly help in this, in your makeup, in execution, in
selling makeup. I call these foolproof products; things that work, look different and
wonderful on almost everyone. I approach makeup very much like watercolor, there must
be a transparency to makeup. I always prefer a light hand, but there are few
12
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absolutes in life or makeup. I look for and need to see the skin. Makeup is a veil, correct,
conceal, disguise what draws unwanted attention; the skin is a canvas. The makeup artist
controls where the focus will go and I call this “throwing the eye”. I am a strong believer
in cleansing, toning, moisturizing and priming the skin to accept the makeup. But
remember, rules exist in this craft only to be tested, pushed, broken, expanded and
redefined.
All of the products I work with have a texture—in the container, between your
fingers, on the brush, on the sponge and on the skin. Good or bad, makeup always has
texture, it is inevitable, it is unavoidable, it is impossible to beat it into the skin. Makeup
sits on top of hair, pimples, three layers of skin, layers of dead skin, on top of pores, cuts
and bruises. Makeup can accentuate or exacerbate what is going on with the skin. All
this to say—choose your poison carefully—choose products that give you the most
control and the most desirable results.
Most cosmetic lines have several foundation formulas; I can tell you and show
you what works for me and why but that may be different for you. Makeup is mud and
water. It is easy to change. It is fun to change. Have no fear about changing it. It is
hard to keep fresh. Explore the possibilities.
Popular advertising of cosmetics, today and historically, asks you to believe that
something has been put in the product to actually make it good/healthy for your skin.
That’s not really possible. You can however make it less harmful. To do this the product
ingredients must remain very simple, very basic, very organic.
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This ultimately affects the stable lifespan of the product. So chemicals are added to give it
a longer shelf-life making it more resistant to temperature, light and time, and less friendly
to the skin.

Always understand that everyone is an expert on hair and makeup!
If you don’t think so, just ask them.
--so find a confidence to work from
--know why you have made your choices
*and be able to articulate it*
Never take it personally if your vision is not shared. If you are performing a
service—adapt. If you are Picasso, an artist with nothing more to learn, leave. You
decide. Insecurity is human nature so I encourage you to make a choice to work from
love, not from fear; and whatever the situation, it will work out! Trust your experience
and your instinct. My favorite law of nature is “there are at least 10 right ways to do
everything”—So pick one—it still leaves a lot of room for individual expression.
Something that has become very diluted in our industry is the idea of “craft”, to
be a student, to participate as much as possible in every aspect, to practice and execute to
the best of your ability every time. Makeup is seldom an art but craft is so important in
establishing a career in the respect and integrity that is needed to move up to the next
level. How you perform your job. How you conduct yourself. How you present
yourself. You are being watched, usually when you don’t expect it. I’ve gotten many
jobs from being observed. Because makeup is a craft, it will be different in every hand,
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on every face. We can use similar styles and products. We cannot be cookie cutter
artists. And ideally this should lead to a sense of community, not jealousy.

Onstage we define the face

Brow

Lash

Lip

On film we balance, correct, and enhance the face.

White< ---------------------- > Black
The Grey Scale
Everything we do as makeup artists falls between white and black; all of this color falls
on the grey scale, becomes a value, an intensity. I personally for this reason seldom use
absolute black or white; they leave me nowhere to go. Be aware that every color we use
is changed when it is translated to film, video, print, stage or television. And even
putting it on the skin changes the makeup 99% of the time. Execution of makeup is not
about eye shadow and lipstick; but craft. Very often, using a color or product will inspire
me to try the same product in an entirely other way, in another medium. Explore, learn and
discover the properties and boundaries of the products you use.
Almost all makeup is 1/3 corrective 1/3 beauty and 1/3 trend, style, character or f/x.
In that order of importance. Everyone wants to have a beauty, everyone wants to have an
appeal. Even the most grotesque monster. This goes back to craft. Everyone wants to be
beautifully and professionally done.
Although I work predominantly in theatre, that does not imply that I approach
everything theatrically: Quite the opposite, at the moment there is a strong trend to
approach theatre cinematically and to approach film theatrically.
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It is very important to be aware of trends, styles, etc… And there are specific cities
around the world where style is constantly defined and redefined. Look around you, be a
sponge.

Most asked question:
Can I be your assistant?
And this is what I ask myself,
What are you going to do for me?
Are you going to make it easier for me?
How are you going to make me look?

These are also the questions directors, photographers, designers, art directors and beauty
editors ask when looking for a makeup artist.
By participating in this exercise of telling you what I know I am forced into new
areas, new products, new techniques to the unknown, the uncertain, beyond my
boundaries. Do not hold on to what you think your tricks are, don’t become on of those
makeup artists. You will stagnate. Give. Teach. Share. Even if we don’t work with
other makeup artists everyday—this is ultimately a collaborative craft. I share with you
what I have experienced—these are my stories, my journey, my memories, and some of
what I have learned along the way. I truly believe that I still learn everyday. I have
always tried to be in an open, receptive space. And doing a job I don’t enjoy for too long
with too many obstacles interferes with my energy for life. And I avoid it.
This may sound like so many contradictions and in many ways it is. You have to
use your instinct, your intuition, your knowledge, your experience to know when what I
say applies to you. We are all different—that’s what makes the world interesting—
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celebrate it! I tell you what I know for you to use - it is the only way there can be
growth, community, craft. By sharing ideas and techniques and experiences.
The way I approach projects today is very different than I did a few years ago and I
am sure different than I will next year. This is absolutely intentional. It keeps me on
my feet—it keeps me interested—it keeps me employed. I do Cabaret very differently
now, 10 years and 12 productions later, than I did originally; this process has evolved
amazingly. The objective of my Cabaret Makeup and hair design is disturbing, unsettling,
provoking, deconstructed.
Every time I have thought it was over or my career was finished; bigger even
more exciting things came along. It was always the last thing I would have expected.
But I was open to it. I encourage you to stay open, stay inspired, stay eager. I still have
this little child inside me that thinks I’ve come this far and never had a real job—and how
lucky and thankful I am. I encourage you to love the process, the journey. It’s okay to
have no idea what you are doing. Very often innovation is accidental—unplanned—not
premeditated. Some of the greatest inventions are passionate accidents.
I always want my makeup to have the essence of an idea. I am fascinated in
the spark, the cause, the question, the explanation, the miracle of inspiration.
I heard the late poet, William Stafford, interviewed about being a professional
writer, and he said that ‘professional’ only meant that someone paid you to do it. But that
he wrote because he had to, it made his life more complete. I think this same philosophy
makes a great makeup artist, actor or designer.

18
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Being a makeup artist is more than a job—more than an occupation—more than a
contract –more than going to school or taking a course. This is a craft that must be
practiced and exercised constantly. This is an industry that changes, evolves and
reinvents itself every few years.

You/We must do the same!

Art/or Artist is not a thing or a person
It is a way
An approach
An idea acted on
Do not be afraid to fail
Do not be afraid to take chances
I make this up everyday
It is the only way
I stay interested
It is the only way
I stay challenged
Surround yourself with people who interest and challenge you

To be an artist is to some degree an indulgence of bad, lazy, selfish habits.
Intelligence and wisdom have nothing to do with vocabulary or school or education but
with experience and what you have learned from it. 20 years from now you will be more
disappointed by the things you didn’t do than by the ones you did, so throw caution to the
wind.
Explore

Dream

Discover
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One of the Universals I know at this point in my life, my career, my health, my
attitude, my choices, my endurance, and most of all, at this point, about makeup and hair
as I have made my way through this craft for the past decades is: It works best, most
organically, most positively, most life affirmingly, most beautifully, most professionally
when it intrinsically, involuntarily, and practicedly involves the breath.

The business of

Art
Theatre
Design
Acting
Writing
Directing, etc…

Unless you can translate

Your passion
Your interest

Into a business in some way
You’ll work at the bank and do dinner theatre on the side. It doesn’t mean you have to be
good at it, but committed to it. Have a plan.

Keep a journal. Write down what you did and what you thought today
It will be the greatest gift to yourself.
Until you have the job, it’s your job to find the job you want.
You make this place, this time, this experience. You have great power. Leave your craft,
your profession, better than you found it.
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Going to school is, in many ways, a great opportunity and in many ways a great
luxury. Please honor that, because in doing so you honor yourself. Absolutely study what
interests you, your curiosity, your desire, your passion, your burning need to know. Not
what someone thinks you should study or what makes sense to study. Whose sense? You
make your world. Your world does not make you.

To my makeup class
As you work through this class
Make your mistakes with confidence
Don’t be tentative
In my years I know many who have had great success working that way.
(See photos of favorite makeup from my class on the following two pages)

If you want to know something
If you want to do something
I cannot keep you from it
No one can
But I can help you toward it
If it has been part of my experience or interest or dream
Only you can prevent yourself from learning
If you want to know something
If you want to do something
I cannot keep you from it
No one can
But I can help you toward it
If it has been part of my experience or interest or dream
Only you can prevent yourself from learning
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Break yourself of the idea of making it happen
And embrace the idea of allowing it to happen

In the teaching of makeup and hair, I find two extremes:
1) The students translate and treat my ideas, designs, and guidance far too delicately
and as “precious.”
2) They don’t really care and ignore what I try to impart to them. When what I want
is for them to look for the essence, the truth, the spark that gives everything they do
from that point, Life. This must happen on several levels and in several areas of a
process to bring a spontaneity and an energy to theatre.
Every time I get up to hold a class, a seminar, a lecture, a demonstration to
some lesser or greater degree – it is a performance. Even if you don’t think so, I assure
you it is being received as such. Just be aware of this - then you have the control. If I
learn the most here today, something is wrong—you should learn more—problem is,
I’m learning all the time. I am more interested in seeing what your makeup is doing than I
am in seeing your makeup.

There is nothing like personal hands-on interaction—nothing can replace it. But having
said that, I must acknowledge the inevitable power and importance of the computer in our
crafts, professions, and communications.
I admit it is the future
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An acquaintance of mine in New York is Simon Doonan who is the visual director
for Barneys New York and an author. I’ve had the marvelous treat of sitting in on several
of his lectures, and it is always a wonderful confirmation of how all craft and design
elements are related and the domino effect of one medium informing another; keeping
style, fashion and art moving forward.
 Simon believes that handmade craft installations and handmade items in
general have a more emotional effect on the public as opposed to
mechanized technology, monitors, holograms, electronics, that can be
numbing.
 He is a big advocate of inspiration boards for framing, defining and editing
a project.
 Likes things made of other things.
 Advice to young fashion designers—take your focus off of fashion shows.
They sell nothing. Identify designers you admire from all mediums and see
what they have in common. What ideas drive them.
 “Just because you have a record deal, doesn’t make you a fashion designer.”
 Simon’s motto is: Taste

Luxury

Humor.

 Constantly accumulate ideas
 You will never get this chance again, push your boundaries, go over the top,
explore, be wild.
 Always be leery of those who refer to themselves as “artists”.
 “I am very opinionated, I know what I can use and what I can do something
with, but that doesn’t mean I’m right.”
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 “I believe much more in maximalism than minimalism—I have to—I deal
with the frozen image—displays, windows, ads, etc… You must engage
people on a human level to achieve success in anything.”
Simon is pathological and meticulous about the fit, shape, proportion of clothes.
Regarding actors, celebrities and fashion designers—sometimes the worst thing you can
have is more publicity than you deserve or are ready for. The only place to go from
overexposed is down. Publicity is not hard to get, but hard to sustain and live up to.

Michael Kors is a world renowned fashioned designer and my friend. Some of
his observations and quotations—

“Fashion is perfect for peopled with attention deficit disorder.
Fashion should be like a great movie or song that makes you dance.
I feel like a sociologist
Clothing design is sociology
Clothing design is problem solving
I am answering the question before it is asked.
Theatre and fashion and art and culture
Are like quadruplets joined at the head, hopelessly intertwined.
Theatre and fashion have always informed each other and always will—the only thing that
separates them is the process.

.”

Good clothes open all doors
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Not just as a crafts-person of makeup and hair, but as someone who has loved and been
involved in theatre since childhood:
I think to touch an audience
You must go through the soul
Whether it is visual, verbal, musical, or intellectual
You must find that soft spot
that allows them to be moved—changed
to challenge them
leave them wanting more
invested, hooked yet somehow satisfied
We must let go of what we know of ourselves in
order to explore new territory
I always say—I make this up everyday

Chapter 3
Experiences of Shape and How They Affect Craft and Life

In working on my drawings for Glynn’s class last night in pencil, I was
surprised and honored with the memory, the experience, the ownership of the years of Bill
Dunham’s letters to me. Written almost exclusively in #2 pencil; how I cherish the words
and their encouragement, and teaching, and example. I am very humbled by the position I
held for him, the pedestal he put me on. But the visual, the compositional shape, of the
pencil on the paper, the hieroglyphic, calligraphic, magical quality of the letters has burned
an image in my mind that is never far. And somehow this intrinsically supports and
reinforces all that Bill meant to me as mentor in the most beautiful and defining way. This
work interests me. (Example of Bill’s Letters, following page)
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I am a loner—habit-driven—and the older I get the less I like to change. I have to
make my life work for me rather than working for my life. What being rich is, in so many
ways, is not defined by money. It has much to do with finding a comfort/understanding/
acceptance with yourself. And I suppose other people can help in that but more often than
not it is something you can only do for yourself. In fact, I think involving people can
really mess it up.
You get the respect you require. As I get older, I guess I require more, because I
say no to jobs, opportunities that I would have never passed up years ago. Because what is
asked of me in relation to what is offered, is extremely unbalanced. It has something to do
with, knowing what I do—how I do it—and what it took to acquire and what it takes to
perform and the value of that to me.
I know what being poor is and in a way that has nothing to do with money. A
hollowness, an emptiness that no amount of money can touch, affect, cure, or change. And
it is this kind of poor that will end life after long, miserable, suffocating, torturous
suffering of the hell on earth that we have allowed in. A suffering we have agreed to by
not fighting back, by not making better choices.
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I use to be famous
I know it
I accept it
I own it
I did not lie, cheat or steal to get there
I earned it honestly
It did nothing to me I didn’t let it do
I saw many more famous than I
With far less talent
And many far more talented
Who had little or no fame
I was always very, very aware of this
So magnified that it got in the way at times
Ultimately it is a gift
I know that
However
I have always known, thought about,
Maneuvered for the time when
I wasn’t famous anymore
The time when
The talent of me
The energy of me
The idea of me
No longer carried me forward
By my choice
or theirs
What would happen in this inevitability
Because fame is made of nothing
Good or bad
Right or wrong
You can be famous for many reasons
But when it dropped me
Or I tired of it
I wanted to be prepared
Not left empty
Not desperate
Not alone
Not hurt
But to come out on the other side of this
With tools
With a perspective
With great memories, stories,
Experiences that allow themselves
To be built upon
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I could have been one of Andy’s Boys but I could not wander, meander and float as
it required. I was always driven and not comfortable to ride on the coat tails of others, but
to find my own way. Many around me faked it and used that falseness as a catalyst. I
couldn’t—I had to make my own way—I was also very aware that when you fell from
grace or from that pedestal you could never be sure why; maybe something you said or did.
Andy said so little and showed less, you never knew, and more than likely it was
something someone else said or thought out loud to Andy, a seed of doubt, of question, of
straying loyalty. He really didn’t require much of this group of boys. He didn’t want to
touch, or participate, or even encourage. He just wanted to watch and take some pictures
and hear the gossip of it. But the floating, the limbo wasn’t a fit for me when I was a
young, pretty, innocent boy—and it was a good thing too. Many of Andy’s boys were my
friends and classmates and not many of them are around today because that was the time
when passion or curiosity or boredom could kill you. Oh I was around enough to know
what it took to be cast in that show as many of my friends were.
Avedon also liked boy ballet dancers a lot. He loved parties, like Andy he just
liked to watch—I don’t know if his wife did. I knew Andy and Avedon’s dealer. John
Carmen—publicist, manager, club promoter, drug dealer. Funny how that went with all
the other stuff. Makes me cry to remember this. In Noreen’s class, reading the essays
defining Greek tragedy and comedy and tragic-comedy brought this memory rushing in.
Absolutely just that! I’m sure it’s a comedy with a lot of tragedy. It has something to do
with how I was raised. It has something to do with that still, small voice that has always
been there.
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I met D. Morgan Rice at Theatre VCU. He was one of my oldest and dearest friends.
**Morgan passed at 9:30 pm, Friday, December 8, 2006.
Morgan is gone. That will take me a while to accept.
Morgan…what kept you alive for so long, in such pain?
Bravery? Courage? Fear?
Morgan you are an amazing light. An energy that has lived with voracious abandon and joy.
You have been unbelievably passionate in your attack of this life on earth. Indeed your example has been
inspiring.
When I hated everything
You saw how to get something out of everything
You worked hard. Lived hard. Played harder still.
Your candle stayed lit at both ends through hurricanes.
A stronger spirit and passion for life I have never seen.
Jesus
Jesus
Jesus
Please take care of Morgan
Hold him in your arms
Answer all his questions
Show him how you always designed it to be
The Width
The Height
Of your unconditional love

The Depth

Let Morgan see all the good
You did through him
All those that his love, compassion and advocacy
Helped, changed, and lifted
Bathe and cleanse him
In all that you have for him
And please let him know
That in our broken, flawed, imperfect way
How much we loved him
And how much he means to us
How much I loved him
How much I love him
How much I always will love him
And how I admire him
His talent
His social gifts
And how he inspired us
Always in everything
In everyway
That the only secrets
Were the ones he kept from himself
Morgan was an indomitable example in perseverance and never giving up.
Morgan loved life
He loved people
He loved living

(Collage of Morgan, Following page)
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One of the factors in pursuing my masters degree at this time was the man, the
legend, the mentor, the teacher, the protector who helped me get established as a makeup
artist in NYC. Mark Traynor was more of a father to me than teacher. In the last years his
mind has failed him and at 89 and dementia invades him. So he is now my responsibility
and living in an assisted living facility in Richmond. I always assumed he would one day
be my responsibility as he had outlived all immediate family. But the reality of this has
been far, far from the idea of it.
Seeing Mark today hurt in a way I don’t want to hurt. In him I see the ravaging
devastation of sadness. He has lost what hope he had. He doesn’t remember the great joy
he attacked life with everyday. The optimism. The strength. The power. Lost in the haze
of frustration and confusion.
Mark asked, “Where am I?”
I told him, “You’re at an assisted living home.”
Mark said, “It’s not assisted living but assisted dying, and they are not very good at it.”
I cried driving home.
Oct 05
What Mark said will not leave me
He said he would rather live six months as he chooses than six years in a home because
being in a home is not living
And he is right

Absolutely

Problem: His mind no longer allows him that choice.
Having Alzheimer’s is like being eaten alive very slowly. (Mark photo, Following page)
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Chapter 4
Theatre VCU – 1977-1980
2005 – 2007
Education – Career – Education

Why VCU
Why now
Why ever
For me its not a sense of coming back, or sense of safety. When I went to VCU
(1977-1980) I was in a mad race—a panic to get out. I had jobs and offers of jobs. I felt
like I was very late starting a career in dance. I felt like VCU was the right place for me (I
was also accepted at William and Mary) but I had to get out fast and go to New York and
dance. Theatre VCU was an experiment in the School of the Arts, I had a strong sense and
attraction to that. It was a fertile, fermenting, boundary-testing place where you could take
chances, fail, falter, misstep, fall—and get up and try something else. It was the end of the
avant-garde, Bauhaus, that gave birth to all this energy and in fact gave birth to Theatre
VCU itself. And now as I revisit all my notes including those I made while at Theatre
VCU in the late 1970s I see it was a place of soft boundaries that embraced the exploration
of abstract ideas, and I think all my ideas are abstract to put it mildly.
My how it has changed.
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What I learned at VCU
Maury Erikson – Sophomore acting 1978
The concept of ‘working from neutral’
‘I ask you to come to this class in neutral
I am not asking you to come to this class stupid
I am not asking you not to be yourself
Only to leave all the pulls on your life outside this room
To be in Neutral
From Neutral
You can go anywhere’
I have used this
I have worn this out
In every aspect of my journey

Will Hicks – My freshman acting teacher at VCU – 1977
‘Step outside yourself’
Means different things at different times, but brings to mind the period I was touring with
Paul Simon and he was constantly being asked to explain the meaning of his songs. He
said what a lyric (or word) may have meant to him when he wrote it means something else
to him 30 years later. But what it means to the listener is maybe more important
without, his translation or interpretation. Bringing him to a place now where he writes
from the music not the word or story or experience but rather writes in terms of ideas and
what words fit the rhythmic space. Sentences, color, construction over story, emotion,
explanation. Just put it out there; very John Sayles and David Mamet.

Ron Wenchu – Speech – 1978
You are never truly creative until you’ve run out of options.
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Dr Kenneth Campbell – Chairman

Intro to Drama 1977

Dr Campbell’s lectures had the aura and power and mystery and reverence of a
religious experience.
Three of anything is funny
Readings included If You See the Buddha of the Road, Kill Him
Even Cowgirls Get the Blues
As a 17 year old boy I was very afraid.
His production of A Man for All Seasons was very powerful for me. Several faculty
members were in it.

Richard Newdick taught me dramatic literature/theatre history at Theatre
VCU—it was magical in his presence. I remember every class as an amazing performance.
From him I learned some of the benchmarks that have served me throughout my career.
* Theatre begins in the parking lot *
This has meant everything and nothing to me and has snuck up on me a million times. He
also lectured hysterically on the affect of the follow spot on the American theatre.

Ed Hauser – Scenic and Lighting Design
Theatre VCU was an even poorer department in the 70s so Ed’s thesis was ‘make it work
with what you have. You can get 30% more light in your theatre anytime you want by
cleaning your instruments and lenses.’
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Gary Hopper was my advisor. It was one of his very first years teaching and
clearly he didn’t know what to make of me but very graciously said, ‘you can do
whatever you want to do.’ Gary’s production of Marat/Sade was life-changing for me
at 19. I didn’t know we had permission to do that.
During my latest stint at Theatre VCU, Gary seems very far from what I saw in the
late 70s. Which is good, expected and organic. What I see now is ‘The Gary Hopper
Show’, a very manufactured interest and enthusiasm in the students, staff, department and
shows. His production of Forum was one of the most excruciating contortions in forced
stylization and absolute unfunny staging, with totally off-key, lifeless musical numbers.
Thoughts on Red Ryder at Theatre VCU:
Unacceptable. A morbid, futile exercise for these students. Directed from oblivion, blind,
uninformed, unexplained, undiscovered, unrealized. More destructive and pointless and
even less fulfilling than pornography. Has Mr. Hopper lost the perspective/ability to play
this game?
The play is dead on arrival! Excruciating!!!
What I learned from Liz Hopper at Theatre VCU in the late 70s, when she was still
learning, still eager, still hungry,
‘You guys are living your research material—record it. If you are not naked—it
is—you are costume designed.’
She introduced me to life-changing books:
The Dramatic Imagination by Robert Edmund Jones
The Empty Space by Peter Brooks
Makeup for the Stage by Richard Corson
And her life changing lecture on how Theatre VCU began from the seed of Bauhaus.
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It’s hard to believe it is even the same person today. Time, bitterness,
mediocrity, boredom, have taken their toll. Where is that positive, encouraging example to
the students that they can be and do whatever they dream of?
My guiding teaching theme, philosophy, and song to all who sit before me is, and
hopefully will always be, that there are at least ten right ways to do everything not just one.
And they can do anything they decide to do. ‘This’ is that time in their lives.

Observed at Theatre VCU - 2007:
As lighting designers we are taught not to ruin the scenery or the costumes
As scenic designers we are taught not to hurt the actors, change their color, or
draw too much attention
As costume designers we are taught not to interfere with the actors’ comfort or
movement
As actors, apparently we are nothing of the other elements of the production an in
fact encouraged to do all possible to make other elements fail
How will these elements, how will we ever come together to create theatre with this
approach?

After watching the past three years of Theatre VCU mainstage productions I have
no sense of what kind of department it is trying to be, no clue as to the direction the
department as a whole. No sense of the kind of training the students are receiving, or what
I can count on getting if I come to Theatre VCU as a student, parent or audience member.
But I can assure you it’s not “putting the truth onstage” as the brochure claims.
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Theatre VCU is so distorted, mutilated and raped and mishandled; I feel violently
beaten by this experience. But I know—I hope—I am optimistic that honest, simple, clear
craft training still exists somewhere.

Regarding David Leong: Is it an applied arrogance
We can only hope

Or an intrinsic arrogance
applied

It is hard to spend time in a place without forming an opinion about it—a roadmap
of obstacles to avoid—an emotional and intellectual impression of it. And my observation
of Theatre VCU is pitiful—after three years of close observation I see a department
without vision, without focus, without direction, without an objective, without a leader—
literally without everything they tell the students they must have. There is no team among
faculty, no unity of purpose and in fact some of the worst morale among faculty, staff and
students I have ever witnessed anywhere. I find it astonishing Theatre VCU makes it
through the days without imploding on itself. The dissention and disorganization and
incompetence is overwhelming. I have looked for traces of confidence, security and truth
among faculty, but have witnessed only fear, betrayal, dissension, desperation and lies.
How can there be absolutely no direction to a machine this big, this important, with so
much potential? It ends up being just to the left of high school gone wrong. I know it
wasn’t this way when I did my undergraduate work here. The only reason anyone stays
here is because they think they are getting away with it. Where are the chances being
taken—where is the plan of academic, life, craft and professional preparation and
experience?
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David Leong is quite possibly the worst “people person” I have ever seen. If it
doesn’t involve him—he is oblivious to it. What a leader! He has created the worst
morale among faculty and staff—and the student body feels absolutely invisible, terrified
and ignored by him. It seems to me the position of “chairman” requires a presence, a
personality, a strength, a vision, a compassion to be effective; unless it is an honorary
position. Honestly, he barely shows an interest or even awareness of what is happening at
Theatre VCU. He displays an amazing arrogance. I hope I never need any job so much
that I will not take chances, be bold, or value what is at hand. That kind of fear has no life
and can lead to nothing positive, creative or affirming, and will never allow breath to
theatre of any kind.

So much has been entrusted to Theatre VCU—to us as representatives/sharers of our craft:
Not to be Bold
Not to be Positive
Not to be Truthful
Not to be Loving
Not to be Understanding
When it comes down to the education, training, care and growth, of the young people who
choose Theatre VCU---------I find David Leong’s arrogance and ignorance very dangerous
and debilitating.
Noreen is an exception to what is broken here. Though our aesthetics may vary,
her amazing gift—and I do mean gift, ability, possession—is to see the good and be
excited in everyone’s efforts. And that has not been wasted on me and my strangeness.
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Noreen, Ron, Glynn, Aaron, have shown me the energy, the possibility, the fearlessness
that the creative soul requires to breathe, to grow, to flourish.
These kids (and I know we are asked not to call them kids, but they are so
wonderfully, amazingly, magically kids at this time in their lives) to my time and
experience at Theatre VCU - I see in them possibility and power they may never know
they have. They possess magical qualities that too often this university training
extinguishes, rather than cultivates. It has been my great honor to witness some of this and
to capture a bit of that magic with my lens. They are in that limbo—no longer children,
not yet adults—they are perfectly kids. Are these students being served in an appropriate
and honest way at Theatre VCU? Somehow, I feel not. I shot Theatre VCU as it has never
been shot before!! I see amazing potential, talent, strength, possibility, range and beauty,
in the faculty, artists, and student body at Theatre VCU. Interesting note: For most of
these students, this was the first headshot session they had ever had. Almost without
exception they took a potentially intimidating experience and blossomed.
(Headshot collage, following four pages)
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Defense
of
Men of Theatre VCU Calendar
This calendar of men of Theatre VCU is in response to, in my
opinion, the very misguided notion that the box office of mainstage shows
should make money, and in some way support the theatre department. In
the teaching and training environment that VCU professes to be, the
pressure and goal of producing shows that will be crowd pleasers and
money makers is distracting to the task before us; the training,
education, discipline, and focus of developing identities in this
craft of theatre. In a training facility like theatre, sports, or
dance, the schedule, range, and diversity of the season is based on the
types of talent in your student body or team, very different from the
professional/commercial world.
In photography I am looking for energy, movement,
excitement, life. To catch you, the subject, in an unguarded
moment of truth. Unguarded.
As part of my thesis, I shot Theatre VCU like its never been shot
before. Just because a person appears in skin, in the flesh, does not
imply sex or inappropriateness or coercion. But as we are sexual
beings my hope is that my lens captures that uniqueness in the most
wonderful life-affirming way, in each subject. Every shoot was an
exploration of potential looks and emotions and attitudes; a fun and
learning experience. If anything is dirty about the photos it is
in your mind. As thespians we daily explore and know that
what we dont see is far more powerful than what we do see.
Theatre hardly exists without this premise.
So my point is, there are many, many tested and successful ways for
groups and organizations and theatres to make money. Without that always
being the focus of energy and time, distracting from the task at hand; the
training of young actors. A calendar is an ideal tool. Once produced, it is
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virtually hands-off by the students and yet represents them and the school in
a professional and exciting way. A byproduct of which, is building an
audience, a presence, a visibility, a buzz.
This group of men represents the amazing range of size,
type, color, look, and talent that make up Theatre VCU. My
gratitude to all of them for their willingness and excitement
in participating in this experiment. Without what each of
them brought to their shoot - talent, openness, neutral,
personality, opinion, ideas; this would be just a collection of
boring pictures.
They proudly represent Theatre VCU and their craft. It
was my honor to have them before my camera.
Also, this calendar would never have been assembled without
the graphic design, layout, and retouching of David White, and
the printing services and support of
James River Press. My thanks to everyone for their
participation.
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There are no guarantees
But from here you can do anything
Here you gather your tools
Prepare yourself
Attack this voraciously
Make yourself available to this experience
My Seat

My Position

My Career

has afforded me a very interesting

perspective—an overall view of the possibilities that are available to those that share this
experience, this training, this background, this foundation.
I do believe that theatre training programs can be important tools for pursuing a career in
theatre. Far ahead of those who randomly one day decide they want to be movie stars.
A very common occurrence.
And very often after an ounce of success they decide to go into a professional theatre
experience, Broadway or something of equally high visibility absolutely cold and blind
other than their celebrity. There are a million nightmare stories of untrained celebrities
stepping up to bat at the theatrical plate as the lead in a Broadway show. It has been my
fortune and amusement to witness 20 years of this all over the world.
10 years of celebrities in Cabaret
Tina Arena in Australia
A soccer player in Paris
Brooke Shields on Broadway
John Secada on Broadway
Faye Dunaway in Sunset Boulevard
John Stamos in 9
Ashley Judd in Picnic
Jenna Elfman in 9
On and on and on…
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As a young dancer in New York City (right out of VCU) I often had classes or
rehearsals in the City Center Building. Going up and down the cavernous steps I would
always pass by the Herbert Bergoff and Uta Hagen Acting School, and often would peek in
to see Uta teaching. It was a religious experience, I watched with such awe and wonder.
Notes from Uta
“Many movie actors go on Broadway and lay bombs.
I don’t know why just because you sell toothpaste
(Uta’s definition of all Television Acting) You fool
yourself into thinking you are a great actor.”
I am always surprised how actors that work in a specific medium (TV, Film,
Theatre…) are so completely and comfortably unaware of what happens in other mediums.
I am astonished.
Understand that although the word and concept of ‘Director’ implies that you have control
over things that ultimately you can do little about. Understand that now. Know how much
you are going to fight it, roll with it, negotiate with it. At castings you make at best an
educated guess in casting people/actors you don’t know. Same when choosing designers.
That’s why directors hire from a pool of talent/friends/associates they have history with.
This is almost the most control you will ever have in the translation and interpretation and
presentation of your vision and dreams.
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May 10, 06
Undergraduate Portfolio Review
Interesting, if a bit disappointing, vague, unfocused, difficult to identify their objective, to
hear their voice. But a very young group.
May 11, 06
Senior and graduate portfolio review
Better work. Most don’t know how to show/sell what they do. Very interesting seeing the
range of diverse interests of each person. It is their side interests that will define them,
make them interesting and carry them from this transition—but most of them don’t know
that.
Monday, March 5, 07
NYC – Theatre VCU Showcase
The kids were very alive
Filled with personality
Clearly, extremely moldable and talented and ultimately came off as castable.
The songs were not evenly/consistently/successfully executed in tone, phrasing,
pitch or finish. At times the choreography helped but when it didn’t it didn’t BIG. Overall
they looked better than last year in dress and appearance.
Vocally, none of them have touched the power of their voice and are all singing
toward losing or damaging their voice. This is unacceptable training.
But they all attacked what was before them, showed no fear and were very, very
brave.
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Regarding Theatre VCU
There is no sense that the train wreck that is Theatre VCU is going anywhere.
What did you want me to invest in?

Who?

RE: Students at Theatre VCU
These kids look very tough and hard but I know that they are very, very fragile.

I don’t see the young actors at Theatre VCU being taught or reflecting the
understanding that they are an element of this process, rather than the reason for it.
Theatre is possibly the greatest collaboration because on some level, at some point, at
some period it involves selling a product, recreated everyday up to ten times per week. The
only way I believe this can happen (and it always sneaks back to this) is craft.
I see our young students here (I cannot use the word actors) with a puffed up
arrogance and false sense of entitlement based absolutely on no visible experience or talent
or craft. Where are the soft pieces of clay required for this task? Where is that elusive,
wonderful neutral I learned at VCU from Maury Erikson and Will Hicks and Ron
Wenchu? From a learned/practiced comfort of neutral the seed of truth can take root and
grow—never from arrogance or entitlement or pride. There must be neutral to make real
actors and create a foundation to build a craft. Outside of this they are only vaudevillians
and charlatans who, by delusion, think they are actors. This is mostly what I have seen at
VCU this year.
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There is more Theatre
Exploration
Stretching
Danger
Questioning
Application of Craft
Going on in Shafer Street than in Hodges by far. With little or no faculty help,
knowledge, participation, awareness, support or attendance. This is criminal.

I don’t really care what the actor gets out of preparing or performing a piece of
theatre. I am more interested in what the viewer, the audience, the public, the people take
from viewing, absorbing, engaging, participating in the piece of theatre. The actor is but
one part of this formula/this story/this experience, and in the theatre of now/today maybe
less important than any/every other design/concept element. And in my years/decades in
commercial theatre and film throughout the world—actors, talent, bodies to speak the
words or make the shapes are far down the list of considerations for a production; and if
one actor is considered (famous or not), at least three others who would work are also
discussed and contacted. That is after all, good business. More often than you know,
when you see a star driven show you are not seeing the first star considered. All producers
place their power and success on not being held hostage by an actor or any design element.
And many actors/unions bring this lower importance on themselves. Work hours in many
countries force producers to triple cast roles just to cover the weeks’ performances. So you
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could see one of three people in the leading role at any performance. Hence actors/unions,
etc… make themselves more replaceable and less important.
I have had the opportunity on many occasions over my career to visit, teach at,
demonstrate at, speak to, start shows at universities, colleges and schools all over the
world. Always interested in the structure, training, faculty, direction, energy, objective of
each school. I have witnessed a wide and varied range of approaches to theatre and film
training and education. I have looked through all the brochures and website for Theatre
VCU. It is nothing it advertises as; there is no plan, no energy, no direction, no life. The
one word to describe Theatre VCU is mediocrity. A dullness, a numbness, an insecurity
of immense proportion, a lack of unity and cohesiveness. Theatre and the training of this
craft must be aggressive, consuming, pioneering, and have a creative danger; that without,
theatre cannot/will not exist, has no breath, and is ultimately false. I know nothing worse
than the kind of mediocrity that exists at Theatre VCU.
Can/Should a theatre department be a place where we gather for the passionate
pursuit of perfection of our craft? I think so.

I don’t want to be Bitter
Mean
Ugly
And I don’t want to mislead you
And I don’t want to push you away from this
But I want you to know that you have chosen a business
(and that’s the nicest word I can use)
That will present twice the resistance of any other
You have made yourself an object of everyone’s opinion
And invited them to take their cheapest shot
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On me moving to New York City September 1980
New York was new, exciting, fresh, different, wild.
Today, New York is loud, dirty, crowded, harsh, abrasive, assaulting, difficult.
What has changed? My eyes, my desires, my hunger, my patience, my tolerance.

Your portfolio
Your website
Your work
Should be extensions of you
very organic

Buy a book for every new projects that will inspire you—start your library

Getting the job—doesn’t mean you are talented
And not getting the job—doesn’t mean you aren’t

Be a sponge
You are at the door of your craft.
You are soft and pliable now, in terms of your training, ideas, body, mind.
This is the appropriate state to be in; it can be vulnerable and soooo rewarding.

Very often experience is the comb life gives you after all your hair has fallen out

Send your resume to the people/designers/directors you want to work with
Call them
Meet them
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I think if you like what you do
You will be good at it

The only thing that separates us from success is fear
And the only thing that keeps us from fear is faith

The difference between winners and losers
Winners do things losers don’t want to do
Like sometimes fail

I saw on someone’s old resume under special skills:
Smoking
Drinking
Sleeping with strangers

Acting requires:
100% focus
100% relaxation
at the same time
as does life

We are here to help you define yourself
To find something out about yourself
That will serve you and your craft

During most of my interviews, the number one comment has always been:
Oh, you mostly do theatre.
I have learned to take it as a compliment—it took a while

Chapter 5
Release and Response from Journaling
You know…I think if I had actually gotten up in the night or from what I was doing
or pulled over when I was driving and simply written and recorded all the ideas, stories,
revelations, poems, observations that have been sent through me, so many things,
everything, my life would be very different! How?…who knows? And its not like I don’t
do it, I do. I do it a lot. But for every time I do there are six times I don’t. Maybe I could
have been famous in a completely different way! But who cares about that. Maybe I
could have had a different clarity—had glimpses beyond all I touch around me – to the life
in/of my dreams. Odd, that as I get older I do pursue and cherish this gift more.

The Game of it
Is far better than the sex of it
The chase of it
Is far more fun than the capture of it
The play of it
Is far more interesting than the ownership of it
Ancient civilizations learned this from the animals. Today we have lost this and cannot
find the truth of it. As we endlessly attempt to force models on our lives and our journey
that cannot and will not ever fit. I know no stronger truths in life or in theatre.
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Idea for a piece of theatre:
“It Is Human To Stereotype”
Idea of using music of people that kill and murder and hate and instill fear.
What inspired this idea:
Rap Music – Black Gangster Drive-By
“I did It My Way” (Sinatra) – Italian Mob Hit
Country/Hillbilly Music – KKK on Horses at a Hanging
Metal Music – Colombine Shooting
Old Hymns – Jim Jones Waco Massacre
80s Gay Club Music – Michael Alig Murder
Establish the connection of how stupid, pointless and the same they all are.

I want to walk thru this life
With my head held high
I want to walk thru this life
In love
I want to walk thru this life
In truth
I want to walk thru this life
With joy

There is always a great danger in meeting your heroes—
Seeing behind the curtain—
Being that worshipping fly on the wall.
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Something I constantly remind myself of, that is critically important for me—
to guard my heart from the things that can have the power to destroy me, the power to shut
me down:
Anger—there is a way to be angry and I have to be very aware of that
Hatred
Jealousy
Pornography – a very tricky thing
Sex
Relationships
Use of time
Thought life—must always move toward love!
Ultimately, it is only what is in the heart that can define the man.

I have a happy life
I have a good life
I have a life that I have a great deal of control over and that has nothing to do with money

Play idea:
HELL YES
RIGHT HERE
RIGHT NOW
HELL YES
AND THIS IS ONLY THE BEGINNING.
Sometimes a man’s words become bigger than him and he can’t get them back or even
adjust them.
Darwin disproved his own theory at the end of his life, but that’s not what we want to
remember him for.
* It is clear to me the question meant more to Darwin than anything else. *
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There is something bigger than us and when we are sensitive to it/aware of it/intuitive with
it, we go where we are put here to go. Inspiration cannot be manufactured. We are
spiritual beings having a human experience not human beings having a spiritual
experience.
Who I Am:
Is What I believe
What I practice
Not my occupation, my job, or what I do for money
The only way to change a person is to change their image of themselves.
Everybody wants to be

Rockstar
Actor
Model
Why?

*

Like Masturbation
Optimism is contagious and blinding
May we never lose our optimism.

*

Idea:
‘Only what is exposed’
‘Only what shows’
As Americans, sometimes I think this is all that concerns us—only what shows.
That thin outer surface is how we judge everyone and everything. Rather than looking for
the core, the middle, the center, the soul, the foundation, the essence, the truth, the reason,
the experience, the question, the life that creates and sustains “what shows”.
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By having the opportunity to live with what we create—it will tell us what it needs.
Without this it is questionable if it is really yours. Not necessarily a length of time as
much as a quality of time. Believe me……You will know.

When we are in love, we have this gift and curse to see whatever we want to see in
the person/thing we love. How does this apply to the idea of the truth of love being the
ultimate answer? I need to know.
Is it love?
Is it sex?
Is it companionship?
Is it family?
What is it we are after?
I’ve fucked all those things up repeatedly so I have no answer!

Alone…

There is never a rational explanation for falling in love.

Heroes, revolutionists, pioneers and artists often stand against their time, culture, and
popular opinion because their visions are way ahead of their time and place.

I believe as we were designed we are perfect. But we have gotten so far from that design
that it is a miracle that we survive our circumstances, survive ourselves, that we survive
one day.
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Design is problem solving with an aesthetic.

We give impressions…not much more.

We stumble through the day with our smiling faces and shattered lives.

As humans we need to function at its simplest. That is/equals moving.
Moving physically everyday.

WARNING
There will be Nudity
Of the Soul
Of Intention
Of the Heart
Of Soul
Of the Body
And of Hope
And it may be unbearable

I believe
We all have moments of genius
But do we recognize it
Do we respect it
Do we have a clue what we are to do with it
Do we understand it to be a gift
Or do we feel we are the complete author of it
It is simpler than we make it
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Fall Must Come
Now I see why
Fall must come
The leaves are so green and full and alive and dancing
That the trees can no longer stand it
So they shake and roll and wave and starve the leaves
Till they turn all imaginable colors
And fly honorably to the earth
That now the trees can show their strength
Reach
Breadth
Power
And stand naked in their magnificence before all
Now I see why
Fall must come
(Tree Photo, Following Page)

Man does not make the water
Man does not make the air
Man does not make the fuel
That supports our life
And modern man has no respect for these things.
When we try to alter them we destroy a thousand fold what we create.

I can’t afford myself

Most of the people who get what they want soon realize it’s not what they wanted.

Henry Miller – Until we lose ourselves there is no hope of finding ourselves.
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I like Blue
Always Have
Always Will
That is very clear
Clear Blue
Blue everything
Everything Blue
Blue shoes Blue hats Blue gloves Blue pants
Blue shorts Blue socks Blue coats Blue underwear
Blue in Everything
I like Blue
And even though it may be hard
I try not to let myself get too blue
I want to always see the joy
In all I like about Blue
(Blue Pictures, Following Page)

Forgiveness is seldom deserved but it is the most important choice, decision, action we
will ever make/take for ourselves, for our lives, for our health, for our future. It is
possibly the most unpracticed emotion but without a doubt the most powerful, important,
life-giving choice/behavior/action we can make/take.

I don’t know anyone who hasn’t been hurt—try to cry only out of love, not out of fear.

Why do we find it easier and more pervasive to live in/through adversity than prosperity?
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I have had moments of happiness in my life, like most people I assume. And I wonder if
anyone really has more than that? More than moments or brief periods of happiness in a
lifetime. I would like to see that. I would like that shared with me.
And then I think…
What is happiness?
What is its definition?
Who defines it?
Am I just too aware, too mean, too negative, too ugly to ever know it on a consistent
level? Is it more than a moment long???

My heart sees more than my eyes and sometimes I am actually aware of that happening.
Those times are amazing.

Idea for play: (Title) ‘Language of Crying’
A contemplation on - if someone wins does someone have to lose

I don’t travel well anymore and could have easily talked myself out of the trip to brazil.
But that would be wrong and would not make me any happier. So I’m going to look
forward to it. Make the most of it. And have a good time and the experiences at the
destination made the trip worth it.
And they did.
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Failure can be fascinating
Failure should be fascinating
Stay aggressive in your failures

If two people know the same thing then one is not needed

The seeds of discouragement cannot take root in a grateful heart

This life is easier and simpler than we make it…Really.
On considering a life
It doesn’t matter what you do for a living, or what kind of car you drive. All that matters
is what you believe in, and what it means to you to be alive. These are the elements,
questions, explorations that will make you uniquely individual and better/more fulfilled at
your craft.
You get the love that you allow.
There is no substitute for the wisdom that living brings.

David Mamet on Charlie Rose:
Seemed somewhat comfortable. Aware in his own skin. Very alert and very in the
moment and well spoken. And I came away liking him much more than his plays. He
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didn’t curse once or even seem to need to. It didn’t even seem his nature, so unlike his
plays. Mamet paraphrased Noel Coward:
‘The way you learn to write a play—
is to go and write a lot of plays’
He came off very anti-school/university for theatre and film training.
‘I love to write-That’s my passion
it gets harder because I know more…’
‘If I did know why I am successful, what would I do with the knowledge?
I don’t think about it’

I don’t know if you are afraid
But you always look afraid.
I use to tell people to be angry not afraid
Because they involve many of the same emotions.
Now I say to be strong and confident
And the best way to do that is to be happy
Because to be happy is the most valued
And illusive commodity in the world!
To be happy with yourself
Where you are
On your journey now!

As much as we live for, thrive on, look for, need excitement, it can be a
Very selfish emotion
When you are excited
You miss so much
About the place
About the person
About the thing you are doing
The more time you spend
The more relaxed and comfortable you get
The more you see
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At this point in my life there is a lot of stuff I don’t need to know, that one
shouldn’t know, that one doesn’t have to know, that it would even be better to never know.
So many things from many diverse areas. But what comes to mind are the complexities of
human nature, family, friends, lovers, business associates. The ways we can hurt each
other and the detail we can go to accomplish this. And the reasons why—pain, fear, hurt,
desperation. If we could only respond, the way we would like to be responded to—But
maybe we don’t know how that is.
The effects of this
The result of this
Is far worse than any cancer.
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Please let me value this day
I have gone where I have gone
I have done what I have done
This is what I have
This is where I am
Let me glow in it
Learn from it
Take comfort in it
At this point in my life
What do I know
What do I know about
Lots of stuff really
But not what you might think
I know about love
Sex love
Family love
People love
Relationship love
Friend love
Boy love
I know about falling in love
In good ways
And many bad ways
I know about walking in love
And turning in love
And I know about working to stay in love
I know about falling out of love
Growing out of love
Cheating out of love
Living out of love
I know about love leaving you
I know the cost of love in every meaning and implication
I know about loving mothers’ sons
And loving unloved sons
I can only write with truth about what I know
I know about hurt of many kinds
The hurt of not getting what you want
And the pain of getting what you want
I know about pain
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The pain involved in many things
I know some stuff about Jesus
What the bible says he said and did
I admire, look to and worship Jesus
I’ve read the bible my whole life
But I don’t know that I know that much about it
But I try and I keep looking
And I keep asking questions
But I’m left with
You can make it say anything you want
And we have
And it is wrong
But we have no problem with that lie
Are we moral
Are we ethical
Can we be
Do we care
I know more about fear than I care to know
But it has been in my every example
In my everyday
I know about makeup
I know about hair
I know about theatre
I know about film
I know about television
I know about dance
I know about art
And this combination
I have let worry me the most
And today
why I don’t know
Because all added together
They don’t amount to much
If they use me
More than I use them.
To have a good life
Because that is the point
To make the most of this time
Here and now
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I believe we all get tools/gifts
When we come into this world
One of mine is the ability
To think and operate in the artistic abstract
My mom was aware of it from an early age
But seldom caught herself when she called it
Foolish thinking or not realistic
And that is absolutely true
But she did not mean it in the good way it could have been
And many years later
My good friend Richard Dean called it ‘Whimsical’
In a very negative way
I suppose my nervousness to please him made it seem so
Anyway
I believe
I know
It has all the potential
All the power
For generating all the means
I need to live well and happy
Because it is cellular with me
It is multifaceted
It is boundless
And limitless
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To live a good Christian life
Or just a good right life
I think you must have hope
More hope than I have been able to find
You must have a kind of joy
That I cannot seem to define
Or that I have had mere glimpses of
You need a love to be hopelessly in love
That crosses all boundaries
And that knows no shame
You must have purpose
That drives your every thought
And mostly you must have the simplicity
That must frame and inhabit and be the essence
Of every fiber of your life
That I believe is the Christ-likeness in us
All too illusive
That simplicity
Do we ever know ourselves enough to truly love
To love anyone else
It is not the going up the hill
That’s easy, magical, floating, euphoric
But going down the other side
When it really matters
Do we know anything at all about love?

Our earliest relationships are same sex relationships: Fathers, brothers, friends…
We are wired for intimacy from birth, that we too often don’t get from parents, family,
friends, husbands, wives, lovers…
An unconditional intimacy
It was, I think, intended to be
The most satisfying gift.
Ultimately the maze, the winding, the obstacles attract us and is always far more
interesting than the straight and narrow. Why are we drawn to the adventure, the
excitement, the danger?
Is the simplest, clearest way always the right way?

I think not.
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Idea for a painting:
This picture I’ve painted
Looks like my heart
Or what still remains
I remember it much redder
I remember it much brighter
(Heart Painting, Following Page)

May 30, 06 2:30 am
I wanted it
It came to me
I did not go to it
I don’t think I could
But somehow I knew it would come
And this is very different than I usually work, believe, operate, etc…

Idea for Song:
Boys are Dirty
Girls are Mean
Mad Love
Strong Love
Hard Love
Big Love
Deep Love
More Exotic
Than Erotic
More Speculative
Than Sexual
More Manipulated
Than Literal
More Caught
Than Posed
More Volunteered
Than Coerced
More Suggested
Than Spoken/Implied
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September 2006 – While doing homework for Glynn’s class

Is it a painting? Is it a drawing? Is it a poem? … Don’t know…
It came to me completely unplanned, unwritten beforehand and absolutely in the moment.
Representing what was passing through my head at the time.

If inspired by anything it

was the experimentation and exploration with the green ink and the dropper that comes
with it.

“To the day this is but a glance with one eye that is then provoked to ask why why do
thoughts produce visual response on a plain that supplies more questions than comfort that
makes the question play the role of antagonist when what we long for is a resonance of
understanding.“
(See Painting, following page)

Caution to Self
Once your heart closes to someone
It is difficult if not impossible
To open it again
And that hurts me twice

The idea that the world
Needs more fun stuff
Strikes me as a profoundly faith based statement

The more you do what you please
The less you are pleased with what you do
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I fear I’ve lost my sense of wonder
But I am looking furiously

The textures of our lives are what make it interesting
And the roughness of that texture makes it uncomfortable
But one doesn’t come without the other

Re. Boone as Joe’s Mentor
A mentor is someone who helps you realize your potential. A mentor must be someone
you enjoy spending time with or it won’t last two days.
Not a good match…

Organizing is not getting rid of as much as it is about creating access to the things we use
and love.

*Dance is Life
Giving Death the Finger

Art is not a thing
It is a question
An approach
An idea acted on

Book idea:
Philosophies of beauty
Philosophies of makeup
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Note to self:
All the gifts I’ve been given in this life
I still possess
I’m sure
But to this point I’ve not used or exercised them all
And I think that is a great shame for me personally,
Not anyone else
So I must make this my life NOW
As it is not too late
And explore all I’ve been given
Because I may not possess them forever
And I don’t want them wasted

Leaders
Followers
A good Teacher gets his Students
To believe in him
A great Teacher gets his Students
To believe in themselves

All advertising
Is based on the lack of something
All advertising is
Lust of the eyes
And mans eyes are never satisfied
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I am absolutely certain and have no doubt that the best stuff in the world has been
discarded…thrown away by people who constantly acquire more stuff and get rid of it as a
way of life. Because they don’t know what to do with it. How to appreciate it. How to
use it. Why they got it, etc…. This is true of theatre because so many elements must come
together at the same time to make magic. Sadly this seldom happens in a true, honest,
living way.

I am looking for joy, happiness, comfort, relaxation or even just a smile.
We must be making this much harder than it is supposed to be.

If you are going to carry the sword you cannot be the victim.

Life is based on friendships
Without them the days can be barren

We seldom regret words we don’t speak

Our greatest quality is not never failing
But in rising every time we fall

As you love yourself

You will love others
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Love might be a mistake
But a mistake worth making?

Live in the possibility of life

Energy flows where energy goes

Henry Ford
‘Whether you think you can or you can’t - you are right’

Don’t fall in love - Walk in love

Book ideas:
Speaking in tongues
Let us pray
Men in makeup
Mud and water
Men do one thing you can count on…
Leave

*Most of us have much more money than sense - and we don’t have that much money.

Why is it the older we get
The more it takes to fill our hearts with wonder
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There is the work I am doing
There is the work I want to do next
And the work that interest me in the future

Things I need to do/invent/start/create/organize
--An unbreakable umbrella
--An American eyeglass frame company
--A nice, clear, well-made clothing and accessory line

Made in USA

Simple

In my life, my craft, my art
Everyday I strive to see with my heart before I see with my eyes. Problem is, for much of
my career my work is judged by people using only their eyes. I have always been aware of
this and become quite a chameleon at it.

Lesson I have known to be true
The faintest ink
Is far more powerful
Than the strongest memory
WRITE
IT
DOWN!

It costs nothing to live well organized
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Judy—
Thanks for your ear
I’m sure I’ve worn it out
Thanks for your patience
I’m sure its never been so tested
Thanks for your ideas
They bring me back to the surface
Thanks for your love
That has the length of our trials and precedes us in our coming days
I cherish you
To the hope
That the child inside us
Has the chance
To breathe and play and dream
Everyday

Art allows the outsider, living terrified in all of us, to meet, talk to, explore, and
communicate with the outsider in others.

Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaks

There is something refreshing about being unaware of your own limitations

Make life your life’s work

You can find inspiration in anything
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You can’t fall off the floor

Isabel Stevenson – Founder American Theatre Wing
‘Believe in the power of theatre’

Willie Nelson
‘The safest place for me is onstage, it’s the best place for me to work out my problems.’

Eleanor Roosevelt
‘The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams’

Marcel Proust
‘Discovery consists not of seeking new landscapes but in having new eyes’

Nelson Mandella
‘We are more afraid of our power than our weakness’

Yogi Berra
‘You can observe a lot by looking’

George Konrad
‘Courage is only the accumulation of small steps’
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Johnny Carson
‘If you can keep your curiosity, your interest, in the moment it will show and will
be more enjoyable for you and for everyone.’

Winston Churchill
‘Success is the ability to go from failure to failure without losing your
enthusiasm’

Sheryl Crow
‘All I want to do is have some fun’

Kris Kristopherson/Janis Joplin
‘Freedoms just another word for nothing left to lose’

James Baldwin
‘No one can possibly know what is about ot happen.
It is happening each time
For the first time
For the only time’

Larry Kramer
‘We have everything required to save the world except the will to do it’
It comes down to the power to communicate. To listen. Talk. Share.
Almost everything comes down to this.
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Embroidered on pillows in the living room of Cole Porter:
‘Never explain
Never complain’
To practice his craft he committed himself to write a song everyday

Bob Dylan
‘He who isn’t busy living is busy dying’

Five things Warren Buffett told his daughter:
1) Show up
2) Pay attention
3) Be involved
4) Have a plan
5) Don’t be attached to the outcome

Kristin Armstrong
‘Resentment is like taking poison and waiting for the other person to die’
Very important heads up observation for me.

Helen Keller
‘The only thing worse than not having sight is not having a vision’

Robert Altman
‘Stories don’t interest me as much as behavior; that is what I try to capture. I purposely
don’t go into a project that I know how to do’
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George Clinton
Musician
Funkadelics
P-Funk
‘Characters last longer than songs, albums or bands.’
May be a life truth or a key to successful theatre.

Ernest Hemingway
‘Writing at its best is a very lonely life. One must go past where anyone can help you.’

Walking in Sao Paulo 1/07
To be wonderfully lost
Today I was
Today I am
Today I hope to be

Faith used successfully should give courage to do great things. A good story tells itself in
spite of language, obstacle or circumstance.
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**End of Thesis**
If this does not end as a declaration of faith and hope, then it is all for naught. I
know it is my core, my purest nature to incessantly question myself and everything around
me; as we pertain to the universe. As Robert Wilson suggests “I will always ask ‘What is
it?’ before telling you what it is.” My goal is to present you with some tools with which to
approach your craft, your life, your uncertainties. And though I may not always be the best
example, I still wish to encourage all that read this or spend time with me to see this
craft/business and indeed your life as a great, happy adventure; guided by love. Because
this will always lead to good and positive experiences, whatever path you find yourself on.
I am aware that this is a rather unscholastic thesis. Noreen encouraged me to build this
like a piece of abstract art and it has hypnotized me. I loved this process, the discovery,
and the result.
In what I am doing now I am preparing to transition from a career in makeup into
my next interest/phase/period with energy and excitement. Not disappointment, regret or
rejection as I have seen over the years when this business is done with someone. And I
think my timing is just about right, as I have done it while I am still in demand, while my
phone is still ringing, while I am still at the top of my game, my craft.
If this collection of thoughts is perceived a success or is widely read, discussed, or
deliberated, because I have aimed it at, geared it toward or written it for success or
sensationalism, then I have failed, and this amounts to little more than advertising or cheap
unsatisfying tabloid television.
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But if this in any way grabs, challenges, informs, suspends you, makes you
question or dream then like theatre when it is at its truest, most profound, rawest,
absolutely undecorated, it serves its purpose:
To move us forward to new debate, to new exploration of this/our condition.

I am going to—I will reinvent myself
Why?
To this point in my life, in many real ways, my obsession/and consumption with career and
money and success have acted as an obstacle to many of the things I have always intended
to do, planned to do, that I was destined to do. No I’m afraid I was not born to be just a
makeup artist. It has served me but we disagree more and more everyday. And as in all
relationships, ultimately, what you love consumes you and can prevent you from the
continued exploration of your life.
There is so much more I must do!

For the next step
Because I truly know
More than believe
That it is all related
All applies to all
It is all required for the sum of me
What makes me me
And unless it has all been a lie
It is all useful
Beautiful Fragile Flawed Imperfect Eternal
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VITA
Randy Houston Mercer has designed make-up and hair internationally for theatre, film,
fashion, and television where he has refined his talent for design and collaboration. Randy
understands the power of make-up and hair. Film and Television credits include Lipstick
Jungle, the Sentinel, Little Children, Spiderman 2, Bad Company, Hearts in Atlantis,
Runaway Bride, Oceans 11, Meet Joe Black, Mickey Blue Eyes and The Mirror has Two
Faces. Broadway and Theatre designs include Hairspray, Fiddler on the Roof, the
Producers, Chicago, Flower Drum Song, Sunset Boulevard, Contact, Crazy for You and
Sam Mendes’ Cabaret worldwide.

With such a diverse background and the driving theme of individual beauty to inform his
designs, Randy has built an impressive client list including Barbra Streisand, Lauren
Bacall, Glenn Close, Brooke Shields, Juliette Binoche, Marcia Gay-Harden, Natasha
Richardson, Sarah Jessica Parker, Claire Forlani, Vanessa Williams, Sigourney Weaver,
Hope Davis, Joan Cusack, Patti LaBelle, to name a few.

His vast experience in a variety of mediums, his understanding and application of concept,
design, product and formula has made Randy Houston Mercer an articulate voice and
much sought after talent in the world of make-up and hair.

